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At Sound End Junior School all pupils, parents, support staff and 
teachers want every child to reach their full potential in maths. Maths is 
everywhere outside the classroom - in their ‘real life’ - and this is what 
we are preparing our children for. 

 

We believe that number and calculation skills are the foundations of 
great mathematicians and this is the area in which we put the most 
learning time. If children are not secure with using the four operations of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division in maths, they are 
unable to conquer many other skills that rely on a strong calculation 
understanding. 

 

Everybody has a slight variation on how they complete addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division questions. A simple difference 
that can lead to confusion for children and ultimately slow their progress 
and hinder their attainment. This is the reason behind ’Operation 
M.A.D.S.’ By all using the same vocabulary; teaching the same sequence 
of methods; and ensuring the same layout and organisation, we can 
help our children progress to be the best they can be in maths. 

 

This ‘one size fits all’ handbook is designed to be used by pupils, 
parents, support staff and teachers alike, ensuring we are all consistent 
in what we teach our children. It is in line with the curriculum changes 
implemented in September 2014 and at the back of the handbook an 
appendix from the National Curriculum can be found that confirms this. 

 

‘Mathematics gets you everywhere.’ 



Addition 

1. Use number lines to add by counting on in ‘chunks’ using partitioning 

 

To be able to use any method of addition, I must be able to partition the numbers I am using into its 
‘parts’ . A place value grid could help me but I should be able to do this in my head. 

242 + 16= 258 

 
10     6 242 252 258 

+ 10 + 6 

Always start with 

largest number! 

 

2. Use compact column addition -  
no carrying 

 
4051 + 2627 = 6678 

 Start on the right hand 

side, adding the ones 

first, and keep moving 

left! 

3. Use compact column addition -  
with carrying 
 

Key vocab:  

add, more, plus, and, make, 
altogether, total, equal to, 
equals, the same as, double, 
most, count on, number 
line, sum, tens, ones, units, 
partition, addition, column, 
tens boundary,  hundreds 
boundary, increase, vertical, 
carry, compact, thousands,  

hundreds, digits, inverse, 
decimal place, decimal 
point, tenths, hundredths, 
thousandths, integer 

National Curriculum: 
 
Y3: Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction.  
Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check 
answers. 
 
Y4: Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction where appropriate.  
Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation. 
 
Y5: Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using 
formal written methods (columnar addition and subtraction). 
 
Y6: Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding 
which operations and methods to use and why. 

5436 + 2745 = 8181 

 Remember to put your 

carrying number under 

the bottom line! 

4. Use compact column addition for complex 
numbers 

25.382 + 17.43 = 42.812 

 Use place value to line 

numbers up and use zeros 

as placeholders. 



Subtraction 

1. Use number lines to subtract by counting on in ‘chunks’ to find the difference 

 

To be able to use any method of subtraction, I must be able to partition the numbers I am using into its 
‘parts’ . A place value grid could help me but I should be able to do this in my head. 

237 - 213= 24 

 213 233 237 

+ 20 + 4 

 Always start with 

smallest number! 

2. Use compact column subtraction -  
no exchanging 

 
6758 -  3214 = 3544 

 Start on the right hand 

side, subtracting the ones 

first, and keep moving 

left! 

3. Use compact column subtraction - 
with exchanging 
 
 

Key vocab: 

equal to, take, take away, 
less, minus, subtract, leaves, 
distance between, difference 
between, how many more, 
how many fewer/less than, 
most, least, how many left, 
count on, strategy, partition, 
tens, ones, units, hundreds, 
thousands exchange, 
decrease, value, digit, 
inverse, tenths,      
hundredths, decimal place, 
decimal  

National Curriculum: 
 
Y3: Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction.  
Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check 
answers. 
 
Y4: Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction where appropriate.  
Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation. 
 
Y5: Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using 
formal written methods (columnar addition and subtraction). 
 
Y6: Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding 
which operations and methods to use and why. 

4. Use compact column subtraction with 
complex numbers 

 

7582 - 3465 = 4117 

 
When exchanging, write 

the new number above! 

37.548 - 22.36 = 15.188 

 Use place value to line 

numbers up and use 

zeros as placeholders. 

= 24 



Multiplication 
1. Draw arrays 

 
14 x 3 = 42 

 

 Be careful when you 

count up the marks. 

2. Count up on a number line, 
using partitioning 

23 x 4 = 92 

 Partition and multiply 

each part in the first 

number by each part of the 

second. 

3. Use the grid method 

 

Key vocab: 

groups of, lots of, times, 
array, altogether, multiply, 
count, multiplied by, repeated 
addition, array, column, row, 
commutative, sets of, equal 
groups, times as big as, once, 
twice, three times... partition, 
grid method, total, multiple, 
product, inverse, square, 
factor, integer, decimal, 
short / long multiplication, 

National Curriculum: 
Y3: Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using 
the multiplication tables that they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-
digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods.  
 
Y4: Multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by a one-digit number using formal 
written layout. 
Solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the distributive law 
to multiply two digit numbers by one digit, integer scaling problems and harder 
correspondence problems. 
 
Y5: Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or two-digit number using a formal 
written method, including long multiplication for two-digit numbers. 
 
Y6: Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the 
formal written method of long multiplication. 
Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 

4. Use formal written  
short multiplication 

 

4512 x 18 = 81 261 

 Pay attention when 

doing the column 

addition. 

7206 x 9 = 64 854 

 Line up digits from the 

right hand side. 

5. Use formal written 
long multiplication 

 

 Use 0 as a  

place holder. 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

3918 x 22 = 86 196 

3918 x 2.2 = 8619.6 

 For decimals: 

complete without 

d.p. in factors. 

Count digits after 

d.p. in factors and 

match in answer. 



Division 

1. Draw groups 

 
78  6 = 13 

 

 How many 6s ‘fit  

in’ to 78? 

2. Count up on a number line,  
in ‘chunks’ 

 
115  8 = 14 r3 

 Again, work out how many 

8s ‘fit in’ to 115. 

There is a remainder here. 

3. Use number facts to work out 
how many ‘fit in’ 

 

Key vocab: 

share, share equally, fit in, 
one each, two each…, group, 
equal groups of, lots of, 
array, divide, divided by, 
divided into, division, 
grouping, number line, left, 
left over, inverse, short or 
long division, ‘carry’, 
remainder, multiple, 
divisible by, factor, common 
factor, inverse, quotient, 

National Curriculum: 
 
Y3: Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using 
the multiplication tables that they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-
digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods.  
 
[Y4: Recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12] 
 
Y5: Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using the formal written 
method of short division and interpret remainders appropriately for the context. 
 
Y6: Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal 
written method of long division, and interpret remainders as whole number 
remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for the context. 
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit number using the formal written method 
of short division where appropriate, interpreting remainders according to the context. 
Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 

4. Use formal written  
short division 

 

110  4 = 27 r2 

 You need a strong 

knowledge of 

multiplication facts! 

1526  6 = 254 r2 

 
Once you have found how 

many whole divisors ’fit 

in’, the remainder could be 

written as 1/3 or 0.33. 

5. Use formal written  
long division 

 

 When finished 

‘fitting in’ the two 

digit divisor, the 

remainder could be 8 

or 1/2. 

Every stage can be used for questions with or without remainders. ‘Fit in’ is the key phrase at SEJ. 
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3608  16  = 225.5 

10 x 4 = 40 
20 x 4 = 80 
25 x 4 = 100 
27 x 4 = 108 
 

r2 

Place the decimal point in 
the quotient to be in line 
with the decimal point in 

the dividend. 



Can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/
PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf    




